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Sales and Marketing Alignment Remains a Major Challenge

Close alignment between sales and marketing is potentially the greatest opportunity 
for improving business performance today. Yet at most organizations, sales and 
marketing are still working in separate silos, and are often working at cross purposes. 
Only 10% of organizations surveyed reported satisfactory alignment and optimally 
effective communication between these two teams.

In Q4 2021, the Sandler® Research Center contacted hundreds of representatives 
of leading organizations to discover and verify the best practices, processes, and 
outcomes of effective sales and marketing alignment. This condensed summary 
offers a brief overview of the key takeaways from that research. 

Findings from this comprehensive international survey suggest that today’s 
organizations have plenty of room for improvement in terms of alignment between 
sales and marketing.

61%
reported either that sales and marketing had never 
collaborated on establishing an ideal customer profile, or 
had not yet completed such a collaborative profile.

10% reported optimal alignment and strong communication 
between the sales and marketing teams. 

44% unable to give an estimate of any future point in time at 
which sales and marketing would be optimally aligned. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Sales and marketing alignment is a shared system of communication, strategy, 
and goals that enables marketing and sales to operate as a unified organization. 
Working together, aligned teams can deliver high-impact marketing activities, 
boost sales effectiveness, and ultimately grow revenue dramatically. When 
marketing and sales teams unite around a single revenue cycle, they dramatically 
improve marketing return on investment (ROI), sales productivity, and, most 
importantly, top-line growth.

Among those reporting improvement in this area, the benefits reported as 
being connected to better alignment between sales and marketing included:

42%
identified senior management as the primary champions 
of efforts to better align sales and marketing, a finding 
that suggests high-level awareness of the importance of 
addressing this issue. 

51.8%
reported making proactive efforts to improve alignment 
between sales and marketing teams over the past six to 
12 months. 

On the plus side:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- accountability
- consistency of messaging
- clean pipeline
- better collaboration
- job satisfaction and customer  
   experience
- better leads
- more revenue
- better qualified and better   
   prepared prospects for first   
   meeting, allowing us to close faster

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY           
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Every project has a beginning, but what triggered that beginning? Who is the 
champion for the project and who is the biggest roadblock? And how long does 
the project last? The results for sales and marketing alignment suggest that 
alignment isn’t for the uncommitted. Many report that the project will be a long-term 
commitment that will take time to launch, refocus and deploy with modifications 
over time.
 
The motivation for alignment comes mostly from an overall, company-wide update 
to strategy. Senior management and sales are usually the champions of launching 
an alignment program, but both are also noted as having the greatest resistance to 
achieving its success.

Why did you decide to embark on creating an alignment program?

60.7%

19.9%

29.4%

This program is just part of an overall company-wide update.

This is what our largest competitors are doing/have done.

-  gut feeling
-  marketing should be revenue  
    engine
-  new tech platforms allow it

-  to grow sales
-  to reach younger buyers
-  was next step in growth  
    evolution

ORIGINS

ORIGINS
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The most important desired benefits are an increase in the volume of quality leads 
and an increase in the level of customer experience management.

What or who is presenting the greatest resistance to achieving alignment?

When the sales department is identified as the department with the greatest risk to 
sales/marketing alignment, the impact to engagement, satisfaction and profitability 
is more significant than when the resistant departments are identified as marketing 
or senior management.

Other: Account Executives, 
Finance, IT, Management, 
Sales Team, Small Staff 
Size, etc.

0 20

Sales

Marketing

Other

Senior Management

Operations

ORIGINS

If you entered into a sales and marketing alignment project as part of a 
company-wide strategy update, what are the most important benefits 

you hope to gain?

ORIGINS
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Senior Management

Less than 3 months

More than 12 months Unable to provide an 
accurate response

3-6 months 6-12 months

Sales Marketing Operations

When marketing or senior management is identified as the greatest champion to 
alignment, it is more likely to see a noted increase in client engagement/satisfaction, 
top-line revenue or bottom-line profitability.

When do you expect it to be completed and fully implemented?

What or who is the greatest champion for achieving alignment?

0% 17.6%

19.4% 44%

19%

41.2% 37.6% 17.3% 3%

ORIGINS
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How long have you been working on your alignment program?

Different companies started and completed the alignment process at different 
times. Logically, companies who identify as “more complete” are more likely to 
be seeing positive results. For example, companies who are greater than 60% 
complete are more than twice as likely to identify increased customer satisfaction 
and engagement. They are also more than twice as likely to report increased top-
line revenues and bottom-line profits.

Both sales and marketing have to be “all in” to succeed. Communication is key—
up front, during and debrief. Marketing and sales have to agree on definitions, 
e.g., MQL, SQL. Sales has to be willing to follow up expediently on leads from 
marketing. Agreement on definition of target market is critical.

How advanced would you estimate your organization’s 
implementation of a sales and marketing alignment program is?

<20%        

21-40%  

41-60%    

61-80%    

81-100%   10

20

40

10%

20%

40% <3 months      

3-6 months    

6-12 months  

>12 months 

ORIGINS

ORIGINS
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BENEFITS AND 
RESULTS

BENEFITS AND RESULTS           
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38%

Yes No Not sure

18% 45%

While many of the respondents were in different phases of alignment completion, 
benefits and results were identifiable. About one in three respondents noted that they 
experienced both an increase in levels of customer engagement and satisfaction, as well 
as a significant increase in top-line revenue generation and bottom-line profitability.

Smaller companies—those with less than $100 million of annual revenue—are 
more likely than larger companies to see an increase in client engagement and 
satisfaction.
 
Smaller companies are also more likely than larger companies to be unable to 
identify or verify the impact on engagement and satisfaction. 
 
Smaller companies are more likely than larger companies to see a significant 
increase in top-line revenue generation from alignment. At the same time, larger 
companies are more likely to find difficulty in identifying a significant increase in
top-line revenues.

As a result of aligning the two divisions/departments, 
has there been a quantifiable increase in levels of client/

customer engagement and satisfaction?

BENEFITS AND RESULTS

While sales and marketing alignment takes time to implement 
and refine, what sorts of results are you experiencing?

BENEFITS AND RESULTS           
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30% 22% 48%

Yes No Not sure

Companies working on sales and marketing alignment who replied they have seen a 
significant increase in top-line revenue generation and bottom-line profitability were 
more likely to have completed steps in the alignment process. For example, those 
seeing increased profitability were:

As a result of aligning two of the company’s most important 
functions, has there been a significant increase in top-line 

revenue generation and bottom-line profitability?

Have you identified any drawbacks or issues that could 
have been managed in a different way?

Yes No Not sure

46% 18% 35%

BENEFITS AND RESULTS

-  3.4x more likely to employ lead scoring
-  2.3x more likely to have installed a playbook to trace  
    someone from lead to close
-  2x more likely to have built an Ideal Client Profile 
-  2x more likely to have an agreed-upon MQL

BENEFITS AND RESULTS           
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Top Responses

Which are the most important benefit(s) you hope to gain? 
Please rank them in order of importance. 

The sales and marketing functions having a better 
understanding of each other’s challenges and needs

Increased volume of quality leads

Higher percentage of closed deals from leads

Upsurge in confirmed appointments

Both functions achieving everything they need from 
each other

Increased levels of customer/client experience 
management

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

BENEFITS AND RESULTS

-  Better communication between sales and  
    marketing
-  Earlier involvement of senior management in  
    alignment
-  Lack of regularly scheduled meetings to update/ 
    make changes/adapt
-  Agreed definition of MQL quality
-  Too slow to follow up on leads
-  Better targeting, with input from both sales and  
    marketing

BENEFITS AND RESULTS           
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Have there been any unexpected benefits?

30% 22% 48%

Yes No Not sure

Examples of unexpected benefits include:

-  Accountability
-  Better alignment and consistency of messaging
-  Better collaboration, job satisfaction and customer experience
-  Better leads—more revenue
-  Better-qualified and better-prepared prospects for first  
    meeting allowing us to close faster
-  Communication with other departments and functions
-  Culture of success driven across teams
-  Customers able to more easily understand solution
-  Greater clarity on target markets
-  Having a better understanding of why leads aren’t fully making  
    it through the funnel
-  Increased sales
-  More deals closed
-  Slower than expected

BENEFITS AND RESULTS

BENEFITS AND RESULTS           
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THE 
ALIGNMENT 
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Is lead scoring, developed by both sales and marketing, used for Marketing 
Qualified Leads (MQLs) and Sales Qualified Leads(SQLs)?

Has a playbook been created (sales or marketing) that codifies the customer 
journey from lead to close?

Have you created an agreed-upon definition of a Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL)?

Have you defined both the marketing and sales funnel stages?

Yes No Not sure

For maximum success potential, the core of the alignment process is the 
agreed definitions of critical elements of the process. If the marketing 
department has one definition of portions of this process, and the sales 
department has another set of definitions, the alignment process will fail. These 
critical elements need to be agreed on at the beginning of alignment and then 
continually monitored and modified by both departments. Critical elements 
center around who will be targeted, funnel stages and definitions, lead scoring, 
and a process and timetable to follow up with leads that are generated.

THE ALIGNMENT PROCESS
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THE ALIGNMENT PROCESS

How often do sales and marketing meet to review the quality and quantity of leads?

Companies who see greater customer satisfaction were more likely to have 
completed steps in the marketing alignment process. For example, those who found 
an increase in client satisfaction and engagement were:

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Other

0 10 20 30

Have sales and marketing collaborated to define an ideal customer profile?

Have you identified typical buyer personas and the pain points by persona?

-  2.4x more likely to have lead scoring in place
-  2x more likely to have an agreed-upon  
    definition of MQL
-  1.9x more likely to have a playbook in place that
    covers the customer journey from lead to close

THE ALIGNMENT PROCESS           
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ORGANIZATIONAL 
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Sales and marketing alignment is a partnership between two historically opposing 
departments. To succeed, the departments must work well with each other and 
communication is the core to this success.

Have the levels/frequency of communication between sales 
and marketing increased?

Would you say that both sales and marketing functions are 
now achieving everything they need from each other?

ORGANIZATIONAL SYMBIOSIS

Substantially

Somewhat

Stayed the same

Other
Most often cited as Sales is doing 

Marketing, no Marketing Department

0 10 20 30

Substantially

Somewhat

Stayed the same

Other

0 10 20 4030

Definitely

Mostly

Too early to measure

Not everything but we 
have made progress

ORGANIZATIONAL SYMBIOSIS
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ORGANIZATIONAL SYMBIOSIS

0 10 20 4030

Definitely

More so than before

Stayed the same

This takes time

Do the sales and marketing functions now have a better understanding 
and provide better support for each other’s challenges and needs?

ORGANIZATIONAL SYMBIOSIS
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY

This survey represents the data collected from 317 respondents from more 
than 201 distinct businesses or companies in 28 countries. 

63% of responses were from the United States, 10.6% Canada, 4.4% U.K., 4.4% 
Mexico, and the remaining 17.6% from other countries.

Invitations to take the survey were digitally distributed using social media, 
email, and other digital publications reaching a substantial, global 
audience. The survey data was collected in October and November 2021.

63% 10.6% 4.4% 4.4% 17.6%
U.S. Canada U.K. Mexico Other

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
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13%

24%

10%3%

4%

33%

Account Managers C-Level

Sales Managers

Operations Marketing

Customer Success/Service

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
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